Quanta Exhibits Autonomous Driving Solution at Automotive
World Japan 2019
Taipei, Taiwan, September 26, 2018–Quanta Computer, one of the leading design
and manufacturing companies for automotive solution, is going to showcase the
vehicle computing systems, in-vehicle gateway/switch and other automotive
solution. Quanta will also give a speech about autonomous driving in Automotive
World Japan 2019.
Transportation exists in everyone’s normal life. Making it safer and more convenient
is the goal we are pursuing. Quanta has over 30 years’ industrial product design and
manufacture experience; quality and reliability assurance are our core value.
Quanta started supplying embedded products since 2007 as an electronic
design/manufacturing service provider. We offered in-dash entertainment and
navigation devices to the world's leading OEM and tier 1 auto parts suppliers. The
expertise we leveraged from system integration among hardware, software,
validation and manufacture will sustain capability needed for autonomous car field.
Based on our previous integration ability, Quanta now provides car electronic and
electrical parts to the key players in both traditional cars and advanced self-driving
cars.
Quanta promises to offer strong design and manufacturing capability as well as
quality and reliability assurance and will keep focusing on the computing system
integration to offer the optimal car architecture to our customers. In Automotive
World Japan 2019, Quanta Computer will also deliver a speech “Autonomous driving:
high-performance computing solution with functional safety” at East-C in East hall 6
on January 16 at 15:00. Welcome to visit us and join us to explore the automotive
world.
About Quanta Computer
Quanta Computer, one of the largest technology companies in worldwide computer
industry, is established in 1988 and now focus on cloud, client and connectivity
business. Quanta’s revenue was up to 30 billion and listed #390 on the 2017 Fortune
Global 500. With leading technology and strong R&D capability, we have achieved
worldwide No. 1 notebook PC and all-in-one PC supplier, and also one of the top 3
server suppliers, and now is dedicated on car computing system integration.
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